Stephanie Cheng Smith: An Introduction to Samuel Friedland’s “one thing at
a time, deliberately and with patience”
A drum, beans, and feedback generators are the seemingly simple makeup of
Abstraction, a performance and interactive installation that asks its audience to be
patient, observant, and to be open to experimentation with just a few simple
materials and actions. The drum, or resonant object, acts as the table or “play
area” for the beans and electronics, and moving them around, even if slight
adjustments, can dramatically alter the sonic output of the piece.

The title itself provides direct instruction to the interactee: “one thing at a time,
deliberately and with patience.” Sam has previously described this piece as similar
to a game of chess. Each piece is “deliberately” moved “one at a time” either in
response to its circumstances, or to produce a desired outcome, or both. In
Abstraction, the “circumstances” are a combination of the current sonic output and
the objects’ physical surroundings. Further instruction is given that if the feedback
loop is broken (i.e. no more sound) or the play area becomes too crowded, that the
board should be “re-set.” The game, or interaction, is focused on listening and to
discovering nuances of a seemingly simple and subtle sound source.

Audience members may initially be focused on their individual sonic discoveries,
but what Abstraction indirectly asks the audience to do is to interact with each
other--to listen carefully to the consequences of others’ movements, and to
respond to the movements of others--to nonverbally converse with each other as a
form of collaborative experimentation. In effect, the audience, or interactees,
become musical improvisers.

Sam has referred to the struggle of making experimental music accessible-specifically in the context of improvisation within a set musical language or tools
that is already exceedingly familiar to the improvisor. Abstraction helps to bridge
this gap by making the act of listening part of the play itself, encouraging the
audience to collaboratively discover the wonders in what may have been a
previously unremarkable sound. Helpfully, Sam reminds us to be patient, both in a
practical sense (as the feedback generators can take a moment to respond) and in

principle, as listening often does not happen in an instant.

“In Zen they say: If something is boring after two minutes, try it for four. If still
boring, try it for eight, sixteen, thirty-two, and so on. Eventually one discovers that
it’s not boring at all but very interesting.”
John Cage “Grace and Clarity.” Silence, 93.
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IM Project Proposal
Artist Statement
Sam Friedland is a composer and performer of experimental, improvised, and
electroacoustic music. Sam’s work situates sound art, inter-media/web art, and
ideological complexity within the context of absurdity and humor. Sam values the
fragility of performance as a means of engaging disparate audiences with disparate
materials. Sam plays drum set in various improvising groups, as well as in solo
settings, making dynamic use of the sonic possibilities of percussion instruments.
Sam likes to play the drums very quietly. Sam likes to imagine playing the drums.
Sam likes to wear drums as clothing, use drums as furniture, and make drums into
outstruments.
abstraction: one thing at a time, deliberately and with patience
Project abstract (100 words)
Abstraction is an interactive performance and intermedia installation.
The space will house several large drums that will serve as resonant
mediums for analog sonic feedback. By placing small objects on the resonant
surface and adjusting the placement of piezo-disk microphones and speakers,
the interactee will become part of a durational sonic performance. The goal
of Abstraction is to introduce the interactee to a sonic process and encourage
collaborative practice and learning.
Project description (1000 words)
Elaborate on your vision for the project. Explain your affinity with the project’s
concepts by explaining your research, methods and intention.
I want to compose music for performers other than myself. I am trained as a
musical improviser, and as a result, my compositional process has been limited to
the research and curation of musical materials that I then improvise with. With this
piece, I am interested in leveling the playing field of musical performance. By
introducing audience members to a musical process for which there there is no
existing performance practice (aside from what I have discovered in my own
experimentation), the opportunity to experiment will emerge. My recent curiosity
with perception, perspicuity, and precision find a home in this piece. Rather than
seeking arbitrary means to raise the stakes of a musical/artistic project, I hope that
Abstraction will produce the lowest-stakes creative environment possible, such that
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the interactee will learn to interact meaningfully with the materials through patient
experimentation and listening.
Describe in detail what the project will entail, formally and conceptually. Draw
comparisons with other projects you’ve done. Mention any relevant experience you will
be bringing to the project and how you will build upon your current practice.
The piece involves a large drum acting as a resonant body and play area (fig.
1, 2). Resting on the drumhead will be small contact microphones and tactiletransducers (see circuit diagram/schematic/finished electronics in figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8), which produce a continuous, high-pitched sound. By adjusting the gain knobs
and spatial orientation of the electronics on the drumhead, the interactee can
modify the pitch, timbre and intensity of the sound. On a plinth next to the drum will
be a small jar of beans. By placing beans on the drumhead the interactee can impart
subtle variation to the timbre of the sounds being produced. In the event that the
play area becomes too crowded, the feedback loop is broken, or for any other reason
determined by the interactee, it is encouraged to reset the play area by removing
beans from the drumheaed and reinstantiating the feedback loop before resuming.
Describe the physical aspects of the work and detail how the project will utilize the
space for exhibition or performance.
The piece will be fairly self-contained, and utilize roughly a quarter of the
floor space in C108.
List of equipment
3x Piezo disk microphones (with op-amp and battery)
3x Piezo disk speakers (with op-amp and battery)
3x ¼ inch line cable (2 foot)
small jar of black beans
plinth
concert bass drum
sheet/fabric to cover drum shell and hardware
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Images
fig. 1, 2 – bass drum/resonant body

fig. 3 – schematic/circuit diagram
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fig. 4, 5 – contact mic

fig. 6, 7 – tactile transducer
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fig. 8 – contact microphone and tactile transducer

preliminary visual diagrams indicating installation possibilities
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production schedule
October 15th – December 31st: prototyping and fabrication
January 1st – February 1st: fabrication and trouble-shooting
February 2nd – February 12th: polish and gather materials for install
February 13th: install
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